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• Caratteristiche BLE
• Applicazioni di «Contact Tracing»

• Ranging: stima della distanza
• Misure sperimentali
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Caratteristiche BLE

Il Bluetooh Low Energy 
grazie alle sue caratteristiche 
che permettono di avere un 
un consumo ridotto del 50% 
rispetto alla versione 
originale Bluetooth, risulta 
essere la soluzione 
attualmente più diffusa e 
adottata da tutti i principali 
brand di smartphone
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Tecnologie alternative

https://www.infsoft.com/Portals/0/Images/solutions/basics/whitepaper/infs
oft-Whitepaper-EN-Indoor-Positioning_download.pdf

https://www.infsoft.com/Portals/0/Images/solutions/basics/whitepaper/infsoft-Whitepaper-EN-Indoor-Positioning_download.pdf
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• Le future applicazioni per smartphone per realizzare un sistema efficace di 
controllo dell'epidemia si baseranno sulla realizzazione di  una "tracciabilità dei 
contatti» che secondo quanto fornito dall’OMS* richiedono contemporaneamente

– vicinanza reciproca : inferiore a 2  m

– tempo di esposizione : superiore a 15 min

• Maggiore è la capacità di riconoscere affidabilmente un contatto, maggiore è 
l’efficacia complessiva dell’iniziativa di contact tracing e la conseguente adozione 
delle app da parte dei cittadini

Contact Tracing Apps

* WHO, «Contact Tracing in the context of COVID-19», May 2020
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Ranging: Modelli di canale BLE per stima distanza
• Un modo semplice per stimare la distanza è basato sull’acquisizione del segnale 

ricevuto RSSI (Received Signal Strenght Indicator) e dedurre la distanza corrispondente

RSSI(d)= RSSId0 - 10a log 10 (d / d0)
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After motivating that G can be assumed to be normally
distributed, we can consequently adjust (2) to

RSSI(d) = RSSId0 � 10↵ log10

⇣ d

d0

⌘
+ W̃ (5)

with RSSId0 = RSSId0 + µG now including the mean of
the radiation patterns µG = µW (cf. Tab. I), such that
W̃ ⇠ N (0, �2

W̃
= �2

X + �2
S + �2

G). The log-normal PLM thus
remains a valid representation of the occurring indoor effects
when considering typical BLE chip antennas.

TABLE I: Overview of random variables.
Effect Variable PDF

Shadowing S fS(S) = N (S; 0, �2
S)

Radiation patterns G fG(G) = N (G; µG, �2
G)

Small-scale fading X fX(X; L)
L�1
⇡ N (X; 0, �2

X)
Overall W fW (W ) = N (W ; µW , �2

W )

Overall (zero mean) W̃ fW̃ (W̃ ) = N (W̃ ; 0, �2
W̃

)

III. IMPACT OF DIVERSITY ON DISTANCE ESTIMATION

While it was mentioned that model (5) is only valid with
sufficient diversity, the exact impact of increasing diversity
order L and how to achieve it is yet left unclear. Fig.
4 motivates the importance of diversity, showing measured
RSSI values over distance for a constant device orientation,
clear LOS, and L = 1 or L = 4 for an indoor channel
with strong multipath characteristic. It can be seen that deep
fades (significant drops of the RSSI, e.g. at d = 1 m) are
present for diversity order L = 1. These deep fades lead to
drastic overestimation of the distance and render the associated
estimates useless.
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Fig. 4: Exemplary measurements with diversity orders L = 1 (blue)
and L = 4 (yellow) compared to the mean of the log-normal PLM
(black).

In order to properly quantify the mismatch that is caused
by the residual small-scale fading x, we apply the log-
normal ML distance estimator of (5) in the presence of
small diversity factors L, i.e., we let 2L

�2
h
x ⇠ �2(2L, �) and

define S + G � µG =: N ⇠ N (0, �2
N = �2

S + �2
G). Note that

diversity can be obtained in the spatial (antennas), spectral
(frequency slots) and temporal (time) domain by averaging
the corresponding linear RSSI measurements. We assume that
all RSSI measurements in the same averaging window are
subject to the same shadowing, antenna gains, and path loss.

Thus, diversity does not affect the PDF of N . The ML estimate
follows as [11]
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For L > 2
↵ and Rayleigh fading (i.e. µh = 0, � = 0) its

components are given by (cf. Appendix A and [11])
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Fig. 5 shows the resulting relative RMSE. The black line
represents the combined RMSE

p
"nMSE with both antenna

impacts as well as small-scale fading present. The blue and
yellow line on the other hand show how the individual
perturbations affect the RMSE. Lastly, the dashed green line
shows at which diversity order the inclusion of small-scale
fading doubles the RMSE. We can also see the drastic loss
of accuracy that small-scale fading causes if no diversity is
utilized. Due to the previously mentioned assumptions, the
antenna impact does not depend on the diversity order. The
combined RMSE for high diversity orders thus approaches the
error that we obtain due to the non-isotropic antenna patterns.
We conclude that in our use cases with �N ⇡ �G ⇡ 4 dB (cf.
Fig. 3), 3 or 4 diversity branches are sufficient to neglect small-
scale fading. Furthermore, it becomes clear that the anchors
with higher distance to the agent are less reliable, as the RMSE
grows linearly (cf. (8)-(10)) with increasing distance.
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Fig. 5: Relative RMSE of ML distance estimate based on (8) - (12)
with �h = 1, �N = 4dB and ↵ = 2.
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Variabilità a breve 
e a lungo termine
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Modello di canale BLE

• Le variazioni di segnale ricevuto RSSI nel tempo anche considerando due 
terminali posti in posizioni fisse alla medesima distanza che possono essere 
ricondotte a differenti aspetti 

1. Modello di Ray-tracing

2. Orientamento delle antenne

3. Interferenza tecnologie ISM

4. Canali Broadcast BLE 

Patch PiFa (Planar Inverted-F antenna) 
variabilità di G = [-2.5 dBi : 1.1 dBi ]
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Misure sperimentali per stima modello di canale BLE
• LOS in visibilità
• NLOS non in visibilità (in mano di un utente che ostruisce la visibilità)
• NLOS Blockage : in tasca

• HIGH:POWER: Tx = 1 dBm

• MEDIUM_POWER: TX = –7 dBm

• LOW_POWER: Tx = –15 dBm

• ULTRA_LOW_POWER: Tx = –21 dBm

outdoorindoor

Misure effettuate da 
1 m a 4 m
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Misure per Modello di canale BLE

Le fluttuazioni di RSSI sono 
così ampie che l’errore 
sulla posizione può essere 
non trascurabile

Ptx: Medium Power

outdoor LOS con terminali «edge to edge» 
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• Una soluzione per contenere l’incertezza della posizione (generazione di 
falsi positivi, falsi negativi) è la valutazione di soglie di riferimento

– Decentralized-Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracking

– Google/Apple GAEN 

Modello Canale BLE e App Contact Tracing
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• Exposure Score (ES): stima della durata dell’esposizione entro i 2 m di 
prossimità

• Il protocollo DP-3T effettua un filtraggio pesato dei RSSI ricevuti per 
calcolare l’ES, basato su
– Due soglie: fasce di valori RSSI per determinare i «bucket» B1, B2, B3
– Tre pesi: W1, W2, W3 del tempo di esposizione 

ES = W1B1+W2B2+ W3B3 

DP-3T Exposure Score Calculation
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Misure BLE e App Contact Tracing

Avrò una percentuale 
rilevante falsi positivi 

Avrò una percentuale 
rilevante falsi negativi 
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Misure BLE e App Contac Tracing

ES = W1B1+W2B2+ W3B3

W1=1

W2=0.5

W3=0

B1

B2

B3

Caso outdoor LOS con terminali «edge to edge» 
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6

suburban streets in Dublin in four different configurations: side
by side (shoulders touching), side by side maintaining a 1m
gap, one behind the other maintaining a 1m gap and a 2m gap.
Both people carry a mobile handset in their left-hand trouser
pocket.

Figure 7 shows time histories of the measured received signal
strength for each configuration. When the two people are walk-
ing close together, Figure 7(a), the received signal strength is
around -65dB±10dB. From Figure 7(d) it can be seen that
when walking with a 2m gap the received signal strength
consistently falls to around -95dB±10dB. That is, there is a
clear shift in received signal strength as the distance changes.
This suggests that the limited task of distinguishing between
whether people outdoors are side by side or one is 2m behind
the other, when no other configurations can occur, can indeed
likely be achieved using Bluetooth LE received signal strength
data.

Unfortunately the situation becomes more complex when other
configurations are considered. Figure 7(b) shows measure-
ments taken when walking side by side while maintaining a 1m
gap and Figure 7(c) when walking one behind the other with a
1m gap. In the first case the received signal strength is around
-75db±10dB but in the second case it is much lower at around
-92dB±10dB i.e. similar to the signal strength measured when
one behind the other and 2m apart. This indicates that this data
cannot readily be used to distinguish between whether people
are 1m or 2m apart when they are walking behind each other.
That is, this data suggests that we cannot reliably distinguish
whether people are located less than 2m of each other when
walking behind each other in a city street, although we may
be able to distinguish this when people are walking side by
side.

Further investigation suggests that the substantial difference in
measured received signal strength at a distance of 1m seen in
Figures 7(b) and 7(c) is likely due to the changes in the relative
orientations of the handsets when walking side by side com-
pared to when walking one behind the other. To help gain more
insight into this effect Figure 8 shows measurements taken
with two handsets placed 1m apart in fixed positions within an
open indoor area. The relative orientations of the handsets are
adjusted and the measured received signal strength recorded.
It can be seen that when one handset is edge on to the screen
of the other (so the two handsets are at a 90� angle to one
another) the received signal strength fluctuates around -85dB.
When the handsets are adjusted to be aligned edge on to one
another the received signal strength increases by about 10dB
to around -75dB, and when the handsets are then both placed
face down the received signal strength increases again by about
10db to around -65dB.

Roughly speaking, when two people are walking one behind
the other with handsets in their pockets then the handsets are
orientated edge on, i.e. similarly to the configuration in the
middle section of Figure 8. When the people walk side by side
the handsets are roughly orientated so that the screens face one
another. Data for this configuration is not shown in Figure 8,
but our measurements indicate that the received signal strength
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Fig. 7: Measurements of received signal strength for two
people carrying mobile handsets and walking in four different
configurations. In (a) the two people are walking side by side
(shoulders touching), in (b) side by side but with 1m distance
maintained between them. In (c) the people are walking one
in front of the other with a 1m gap and in (d) with a 2m gap.

Fig. 8: Impact of handset orientation on received signal
strength. Handsets are placed 1m apart and the received signal
strength recorded when (a) one handset is oriented edge on to
the screen of the other handset, (b) when both handsets are
oriented edge on to one another and (c) when both handsets
are lying flat. These changes in orientation result in a change
in received signal strength of around 20dB.

at 1m is similar to that when the phones are lying flat i.e. to
the right-hand side of Figure 8 and around 10dB higher than
when the handsets are edge on. The data in Figure 8 is for
a controlled indoor setup with no obstructions from people’s
bodies etc and so is not directly comparable to the data in
Figures 7(b)-(c), but it does suggest that significant shift in
received signal strength observed when walking side by side
vs one behind the other can largely be explained by the change
in relative phone orientation.

B. Scenario 2: Sitting Around A Meeting Table

Our second scenario aims to evaluate proximity measurement
within an office-based workplace. A crude model of workplace
movement is that during the work day people mainly spend

Ulteriori Misure per Modello di canale BLE

«Coronavirus Contact Tracing: Evaluating The Potential Of Using Bluetooth 
Received Signal Strength For Proximity Detection» May 2020

Attenuazioni 
d’ambiente 
RSSI@1 m >
20 dBm
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…Conclusioni
• Per ovviare alle attenuazioni d’ambiente, si potrebbe ricorrere 

– algoritmi più complessi di 
“positioning” che attraverso l’uso di 
nodi in posizione fisse e note (anchor 
node) consentano di ridurre 
l’incertezza

– Disponibilità dei valori distribuiti di 
RSSI, che attraverso l’uso di diversi 
algoritmi di elaborazione è possibile 
minimizzare le incertezze

RSSI Analytics
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Grazie per l’attenzione!


